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Executive summary

Zubair Mujahid was a journalist from Mirpurkhas (Pakistan) whose stories exposed corruption and human rights abuses. His stories and columns were published in the Daily Jang, an Urdu language newspaper based in Karachi, Pakistan’s largest urban centre. On 23 November 2007, Zubair was shot while he was sitting on the back of his colleague’s motorcycle, driving home after a long working day.

An investigation into Zubair’s murder was conducted by the local police department in Mirpurkhas, but failed to identify a suspect. A second round of investigations was conducted by the Crime & Investigation Branch in Hyderabad, a specialised unit for murder investigations, but this did not not yield any results either. In the thirteen years that have passed since the murder, no one has been convicted for the murder and the killers are still at large.

To break the silence around Zubair’s murder, A Safer World for the Truth conducted its own investigation into the case. Our investigation team reviewed the official police files and interviewed twenty witnesses with the aim of uncovering new evidence to support the road to justice for Zubair. The investigation also included an analysis of Zubair’s publications prior to the murder, and threats he received in response to his writing. This report presents the findings of our investigation.

The investigation finds that Zubair reported extensively on alleged wrongdoings of the Mirpurkhas police that occurred in the course of 2007. He exposed several instances of police misconduct, including cases of alleged torture. As a result of Zubair’s reporting, some of these incidents were brought before Pakistan’s Supreme Court, leading to the eventual removal of a number of police officers from their posts. As these events unfolded, Zubair started receiving worrying threats from individuals within the Mirpurkhas police in relation to his writing. He was still receiving these threats a few days before he was murdered.

Against the backdrop of Zubair’s reporting on the Mirpurkhas police and the impact his reporting had on the police department, it was unlikely that the department would conduct an unbiased investigation into his murder. In fact, individuals within the Mirpurkhas police may have had motive for the murder and should have been considered as potential suspects.

Our review of the official police files documents significant errors and anomalies in the investigations carried out by the Mirpurkhas police and by the Crime & Investigation Branch in Hyderabad. These errors include the careless handling of physical evidence – including the bullet and the bullet casing – and the apparent lack of forensic analysis that could have significantly advanced the investigation. Witness statements recorded in the police files were found to be potentially unreliable as they were contradicted by these same witnesses during interviews with our own team of investigators. Overall, the police files indicate the absence of a coherent strategy to investigate the murder.

In light of these serious errors in the official murder investigation, the report concludes that a re-investigation of the murder is necessary to achieve justice for Zubair. Based on information gathered through our own investigation, the report identifies two potential avenues for further investigation.

Firstly, the possible involvement of the Mirpurkhas police must be explored. The aforementioned threats received by Zubair in the period leading up to his murder are an indication that individuals within the police unit may have had motive to murder him.

Secondly, the possible involvement of the Muttahida Qaumi Movement (MQM) – a political party in Pakistan – must also be explored. The MQM’s armed wing was reportedly responsible for some of the political violence that took place in Sindh in 2007. Our investigation found indications that the MQM attempted to pressure Zubair into reporting more favorably about the MQM. This report also documents threats that Zubair received from MQM members in the 1990s.
The report closes with the following concrete recommendations:

1. **A complete re-investigation of the murder must be conducted by an effective and impartial investigation team.** This re-investigation must be done under the auspices of the High Court of Sindh. Article 199 of Chapter 1 of the Constitution of Pakistan grants Zubair Mujahid’s family the right to seek remedy when their fundamental rights are undermined. In light of the errors and bias found in the official investigation, the High Court of Sindh has the jurisdiction to evaluate whether Article 10a of the Constitution - the right to a fair trial - has been violated. Thereafter, the High Court of Sindh can give directions to re-investigate the case.

   In order to safeguard the impartiality, effectiveness and safety of a future investigation, the renewed investigation must be monitored by an independent mechanism and adequate protection of witnesses must be guaranteed.

   The re-investigation must explore the possible involvement of the Mirpurkhas police and the possible involvement of the MQM in the murder, as detailed in this report.

2. **Information regarding past investigation efforts must be disclosed to Zubair Mujahid’s family.** The Crime & Investigation Branch in Hyderabad must inform the family of Zubair Mujahid about the efforts it has made to find the perpetrators of Zubair’s murder. Further, the Magistrate Court of Mirpurkhas must notify the family of any directions given to the Crime & Investigation Branch of Hyderabad with regards to the case, should this be requested by the family. In Sindh, judicial propriety demands that the judicial magistrate - who has supervisory jurisdiction - ‘shall maintain records’ and ‘keep calling reports’ from the police authorities that investigate the case.

3. **Efforts to investigate murders of journalists must be stepped up and justice must be pursued.** Pakistan has seen almost total impunity for the murder of journalists over the past decade, according to figures from Reporters Without Borders and the Committee to Protect Journalists. Increased efforts are needed to achieve justice for the murder of journalists, for example by setting up a special unit which is mandated to investigate and prosecute unresolved murders of journalists.

4. **Support must be provided by the international community to achieve justice for Zubair Mujahid and for Pakistan’s fight against impunity.** The international community must monitor progress on the re-investigation of Zubair Mujahid’s murder. If requested by the Pakistani authorities, resources and expertise must be made available to help resolve the murder. The international community must further increase its support for Pakistan’s efforts to break the cycle of impunity.

---
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1. Context of the murder: the turbulent downfall of the Musharraf regime

Pakistan has a vibrant media landscape and its press is among the most outspoken in South Asia. However, press freedom in Pakistan is severely restricted and journalists systematically face detention, arbitrary arrest and unfounded criminal prosecutions, which are used as instruments of press censorship. On the most recent World Press Freedom Index published by Reporters Without Borders (RSF), the country ranks 145 out of 180. Pakistan is also one of the most dangerous places for journalists; the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) has documented the killing of 61 journalists since 1992, of whom 34 were murdered in direct relation to their work. For 91% of these murders, the perpetrators were never punished and Pakistan therefore consistently features in the top 10 of CPJ’s Global Impunity Index.

While threats towards journalists have been persistent throughout Pakistan’s modern history, Zubair Mujahid’s murder occurred during a particularly violent time. Towards the end of General Pervez Musharraf’s military rule, the country saw widespread protests and riots, and attacks on the press were rampant. This section will provide a brief sketch of relevant political developments at the national level and how this impacted the situation of journalists in Sindh province, where Zubair lived and worked until he was murdered.

National politics: the rise and fall of General Pervez Musharraf

When General Pervez Musharraf seized power through a bloodless coup d’état in 1999, this marked a new episode in Pakistan’s turbulent political history. Musharraf declared himself President of Pakistan in 2001, and further consolidated his hold on power through general elections in 2002. By that time, Pakistan’s most prominent opposition leaders – including Benazir Bhutto and Nawaz Sharif – had already gone into exile and were disqualified from running in the elections. Musharraf’s newly created Pakistan Muslim League (Quaid) – regularly referred to as a “King’s Party” – won control of the parliament. Musharraf would stay President until 2008, when he resigned in order to avoid impeachment. As a result of Pakistan’s participation in the U.S.-led Global War on Terrorism, the international community appeared willing to turn a blind eye to Musharraf’s poor human rights record.

Freedom of expression declined during the Musharraf era, along with other civil liberties. While he publicly lauded himself as a champion of freedom of expression, his rule saw increased control of the Pakistani press.
and maltreatment of journalists. Human Rights Watch reports that: “Throughout Musharraf’s rule, security forces repeatedly coerced, abducted, arbitrarily detained, beat, and tortured journalists working for both local and international media.” Institutional control over the media was increased through the installation of a new regulatory body for electronic media: the Pakistan Electronic Media Regulatory Authority (PEMRA). As a licensing body, PEMRA controlled access to the electronic media market. In 2007, its mandate was expanded to enforce far-reaching defamation regulations. PEMRA was given authority to cancel licences of any TV channel it believed to be broadcasting defamatory content, and to seal any building where such activities were suspected to be taking place.  

Musharraf’s eventual downfall was caused by his administration’s ongoing conflicts with the judiciary. In March 2007, these tensions culminated in Musharraf’s dismissal of chief justice Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhry, evoking country-wide protests. Later that year, protests further escalated after a siege on Islamabad’s Red Mosque turned into a bloodbath. Public outrage and riots followed, and the call for Musharraf’s removal grew louder.  

In November 2007, in a final bid to hold on to power, Musharraf suspended the constitution, imposed a state of emergency, and placed dozens of senior judges under house arrest. A turbulent month followed, marked by the arbitrary detention of hundreds of lawyers, human rights activists and political workers across the country. Musharraf relentlessly cracked down on the media: over 30 television channels were shut down, while some media offices were violently attacked by security forces, including Geo News and Aaj television. Journalists received threats and were pressured to cease their coverage of anti-government protests. Hundreds of journalists were arrested in Pakistan in November 2007 alone. 

Zubair Mujahid was murdered during this turbulent month of 2007, in the city of Mirpurkhas in Sindh province. 

Local dynamics in Sindh province: local journalism under threat  

With almost fifty million inhabitants, Sindh is Pakistan’s second most populated province, surpassed only by the province of Punjab. Sindh further accounts for around 30 percent of Pakistan’s GDP, mostly resulting from its main commercial centre, the city of Karachi. Sindh has traditionally been a stronghold for the Pakistan People’s Party (PPP): a party that was pushed into opposition when Musharraf took power. Its leader at the time, Benazir
Bhutto, was exiled. The PPP remained popular in Sindh during Musharraf’s repressive rule, with a constituency that mainly drew from the Sindhi-speaking population of the province.  

Another political party that traditionally occupied a key position in Sindh’s local political landscape was the Muttahida Qaumi Movement (MQM), led by London-based Altaf Hussain. The MQM made itself an ally of Musharraf’s military government and even became one of its most loyal supporters. The MQM’s strength was partially derived from its armed wing, which engaged in Mafia-style intimidation and violence. During Musharraf’s rule, the party saw several electoral victories, most notably in 2005 when it won control of Karachi city council. Its prominence in Sindh had a serious impact on journalists who worked in the province. The MQM openly threatened critical journalists which led to self-censorship, preventing critical reporting on the MQM.

When Musharraf declared a national state of emergency as his final attempt to stay in power in November 2007, this had a massive impact on journalists working in Sindh. More than 180 journalists were arrested in Karachi alone during the state of emergency. Four journalists were charged with offenses related to disturbing the peace, and one journalist was severely beaten and abducted. Media agencies received threats that their journalists would be attacked and properties burned, while newspapers were instructed not to publish stories about the state of emergency. Broadcasters and publishers in Sindh were required to sign a ‘code of conduct’ barring them from criticising the government, and only channels that signed the document were allowed to continue their work.

It was in this overall atmosphere of chaos, marked by large-scale state-sponsored attacks against the media, that Zubair Mujahid was murdered in Mirpurkhas on 23 November 2007.

---

2. Zubair Mujahid’s life and work: speaking truth to power

Life and career as a journalist

Zubair Mujahid was born on 31 July 1958 in the town of Jhuddo, located about 114 kilometres from the city of Mirpurkhas in Pakistan’s southern Sindh province. He came from a simple family and completed his primary education in Jhuddo, where his father ran a small restaurant. During his high school years at Digri college, in the nearby town of Digri, he became active in school politics as a member of the Islami Jamiat Taleba (IJT), the student wing of the Jamaat-e-Isami party. In 1985 he married his wife Rasheeda and their first son was born three years later.

Zubair began his journalistic career in the late seventies, when he started working at the Urdu language daily ‘Jasarat’. Soon after, he joined the Daily Jang: Pakistan’s largest Urdu language newspaper. Zubair initially started at the Daily Jang as their correspondent in his hometown Jhuddo, where he reported on local events. But Zubair’s most notable journalistic contribution took off in 1992, when he started writing a fortnightly column under the title Crime and Punishment (Jurm o Saza). In this popular column, Zubair focused on local crime and corruption and he was often critical of the performance of local law enforcement and judicial institutions. In 2006, he moved to Mirpurkhas to become the Daily Jang’s correspondent there, while continuing to write his column.

Some of Zubair’s reports were picked up by Pakistan’s national press, which was quite rare for a reporter from a small city. As a consequence, Zubair became an influential figure in the city of Mirpurkhas, known for speaking truth to power. Zubair’s colleague and friend Khalid Sadaf describes him as someone with “an unblemished..."
reputation” who was widely respected by his colleagues for the integrity of his reporting. Two other colleagues emphasised that Zubair’s prolific reporting managed to create national attention for local issues in the city of Mirpurkhas.

While praising his journalistic style, one colleague mentioned that his writing could also be aggressive and opinionated, sometimes to the point of being biased: “Mujahid often had arguments with the desk concerning his copy, which the desk felt needed to be edited in line with editorial policy, journalistic principles and concerns of brevity,” he explained.

Sensitive publications before the murder

To identify possible actors who may have had a motive for the murder, our investigation team collected and analysed the columns and reports written by Zubair in the two years leading up to his murder. Our analysis identified three sensitive issues that Zubair reported on in his columns, which will be detailed below. The first two relate to reported wrongdoings by the Mirpurkhas police.

REPORTS AND COLUMNS ON THE PLIGHT OF MUNNO BHEEL

A local scandal that received regular attention in Zubair’s reports and columns was related to a bonded labour scheme run by a local landlord, Abdur Rahman Marri, and six other men in the Sanghar district of Sindh. Bonded labor is a form of modern slavery, where landlords provide cash loans to poverty-stricken families. In return, these families are forced to work for the landlords in order to pay off their debt. Forced labor of this kind is common in Pakistan, especially in the agricultural sector in Sindh and areas of Punjab.

Abdur Rahman Marri had run a lucrative scheme for years when Sindh authorities intervened in 1996, rescuing 56 workers from his estate. Among the liberated laborers was the family of Munno Bheel. After their liberation, the Bheel family took up residence in Mirpurkhas. Two years later, in 1998, Marri and his henchmen abducted nine of Munno Bheel’s family members, including his wife and children, who remain missing until today. Munno Bheel himself had been away from home when the abduction took place. During the years that followed, he petitioned authorities and courts to take action and locate his missing family members. As developments unfolded over the years, Zubair Mujahid reported extensively on the plight of Munno Bheel.

Partially due to Zubair’s consistent reporting on the issue, the case became a national scandal, which was eventually brought to the Supreme Court. In 2007, the Supreme Court ordered the Mirpurkhas police to investigate the case and to locate the missing members of Munno Bheel’s family. The investigation was entrusted to Saleem Ullah Khan: Deputy Inspector General (DIG) of the Mirpurkhas police. Reportedly, this evoked opposition among some police officers within the Mirpurkhas police. One of the opposing police officers was District Police Officer’s (DPO) Abdullah Shaikh.

47 Interview 1, Mirpurkhas. S November 2020
48 Interview 8, Mirpurkhas. 9-00. 4 November 2020
49 Interview 19, Mirpurkhas, 01-00. S November 2020
50 Interview 13, Karachi. 26 October 2020
51 The database includes 38 articles. Articles were collected from the Daily Jang archive and coded by two coders. The database included the question: ‘Who was implicated in the article?’
57 In formal terms, Chaudry exercised it’s suo moto jurisdictions. As explained, during his term (2005 - 2013) Chief Justice Iftikhar Chaudhry exercised this jurisdiction more often, such as in the case of enforced disappearances
60 The Deputy Inspector General (DIG) is the highest ranking police official after the Provincial Police Chief
It is important to note that Sindh’s Chief Minister at the time of this investigation, Arbab Ghulam Rahim, reportedly had strong ties with the accused landlord. Rahim had taken office as Sindh’s Chief Minister in 2004 and was an ally of Musharraf. According to a source interviewed for this report, Rahim tried to stop the investigation into the case of Munno Bheel. The same source indicated that he used DPO Abdullah Shaikh for this purpose.

Zubair wrote about the Munno Bheel case on multiple occasions, addressing the accusations against landlord Abdul Rehman Marri. Zubair’s columns also discussed the connections between landlord Marri and the Chief Minister, as well as the alleged role of DPO Abdullah Shaikh in obstructing the investigation. Zubair explicitly wrote that the investigation of the Munno Bheel case was sabotaged by Abdullah Shaikh and several other police officials. In his last article on the case, published on 14 November 2007, Zubair wrote about how Mirpurkhas had seen seven police chiefs come and go in the last 12 months. The article revealed that every policeman who investigated the Munno Bheel case had been reassigned or removed.

Zubair’s reporting on the wrongdoings within the Mirpurkhas police formed an embarrassment for the police unit, especially since the case was monitored by the Supreme Court. But the impact of Zubair’s reporting was not limited to embarrassment alone: in 2007, DPO Abdullah Shaikh was eventually removed from his position as a result of Zubair’s writings.

REPORTS AND COLUMNS ON SUSPECTED INCIDENTS OF POLICE MISCONDUCT

In addition to his reporting on the Munno Bheel case, Zubair covered suspected incidents of torture, reportedly committed by the Mirpurkhas police. In an article published on 28 February 2007, Zubair discussed a particular incident that involved Naveed Pathan: the Station House Officer (SHO) of one of Mirpurkas’ neighborhood police stations. Naveed Pathan reportedly tortured people who attempted to file a complaint against him.

Zubair also reported regularly on a case involving the reported torture of Naeem Arain, a citizen of Mirpurkhas, by the local police. As a result of Zubair’s reports on the Naeem Arain case, four station house officers (SHO) and a total of 12 police officials were arrested in March 2006. On the evening of their court hearing, Zubair reported that one of the arrested officers, Abid Qaimkhani, had attempted to intimidate Naeem Arain by pointing a gun at him. On 18 April 2007, Zubair wrote that another one of the arrested police officers had been taken to a...
hospital for treatment, and disappeared from there for an entire night. According to Zubair’s colleague Khalid Sadaf, Zubair’s articles on the Arain case managed to bring the case to the attention of the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court then took up the case on a suo motu basis as a result of Zubair’s articles.

**CRITICAL REPORTING ON THE MQM IN SINDH**

Zubair also reported on the MQM, attracting the party’s attention. There are indications that the MQM was generally unhappy with Zubair’s transfer from Jhuddo to Mirpurkhas city in 2002. Prior to Zubair’s transfer, the Daily Jang had only had one correspondent stationed in Mirpurkhas city, Saleem Azad. Azad was generally sympathetic towards the MQM and mostly wrote favourably about the party. With Zubair’s appointment as second correspondent in Mirpurkhas, the Daily Jang started to report more critically about the local government and about the MQM. Zubair’s critical reports brought attention to the problems of the area, particularly the deteriorating state of law and order. For example, some of his stories published in 2007 highlighted the failure of the MQM-run district administration of Mirpurkhas to bring lawlessness and corruption under control. Given that the Daily Jang is Pakistan’s largest Urdu language newspaper, it is an important forum for the MQM which largely draws its constituency from the Urdu-speaking population.

**THREATS RECEIVED BY ZUBAIR MUJAHID PRIOR TO THE MURDER**

Due to his reporting on the alleged misconduct at the Mirpurkhas police, Zubair received multiple worrying threats. According to Zubair’s eldest son Salman, DPO Abdullah Shaikh threatened Zubair on multiple occasions. Zubair’s wife Rasheeda believes that these threats were intended to harass and intimidate Zubair and force him to stop writing critical articles on the Mirpurkhas police.

Concerned for his safety, Zubair wrote a letter to his chief editor, Mahmood Sham, on 14 March 2007. In his letter, Zubair writes that he had been receiving threats from DPO Abdullah Shaikh. According to Zubair, these threats were a direct consequence of an article he published on 28 February 2007, concerning the alleged torture committed by Naveed Pathan. Zubair’s letter also mentions that Abdallah Shaikh tried to collaborate with a former Member of the Provincial Assembly (MPA), Khadim Ali Shah, to deter Zubair from any further critical reporting on the Mirpurkhas police, although the details of these reported attempts to silence Zubair remain unclear.

---
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Interviews with Zubair’s colleagues conducted for this report revealed that the Mirpurkhas police also arrested Zubair a few months before he was murdered, which his colleagues believe was an attempt to intimidate him. In June 2007, the Mirpurkhas police took him into custody over an ‘old and fictitious case’ at the behest of Abdullah Shaikh. Zubair was released the same day.

Zubair was reportedly still receiving threats just days before the murder. Yousuf Ghangro, a colleague and friend of Zubair, published a column two days after the murder mentioning a conversation between him and Zubair that took place 36 hours prior to his murder. During this conversation, Zubair told him that he had received threats from police officers, warning Zubair that he would face ‘dire consequences’. These threats were a response to his writing on the Munno Bheel and Naeem Arain cases.

From the family archive.

---
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96 The information about the arrest was confirmed by two former colleagues of Mujahid. However, neither of them remembered who the complainant was. They both emphasised that they believed it to be a false case
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3. The murder

Zubair was murdered on 23 November 2007 at around 11:00 PM on the Old Powerhouse Road in Mirpurkhas. This section provides a reconstruction of the course of events on the day of the murder.

The day of the murder

Before turning to the course of events on the 23rd of November, it is important to mention a conversation that took place on the day before the murder, which was mentioned above. On 22 November, Zubair visited the headquarters of the Daily Jang in Karachi, where he met his colleague Yousuf Ghangro. During their meeting, Zubair told him that he had received worrying threats from police officers in relation to his reports on misconduct at the Mirpurkhas police related to the Munno Bheel and Naeem Arain cases.

The next day, 23 November, started off like any other working day. As usual, Zubair left home between 11:00 and 12:00 in the morning, together with his neighbour and fellow journalist, Wahid Pehlwani. In line with their regular routine, they went to the Mirpurkhas press club, Gulistan-e-Baldia, on MA Jinnah Road. They would usually go there several times during their working days, to kill time in between assignments, and to submit their news stories to their respective editors by fax.

In the early afternoon, they left the Mirpurkhas press club to cover two political rallies happening in Mirpurkhas that day. Afterwards, they returned to the press club to submit their stories. Wahid Pehlwani told our investigators during an interview that, after finishing work at the press club, the two men returned to their respective houses between 3:00 PM to 4:00 PM to rest.
In the evening, Wahid Pehlwani picked up Zubair from his home again around 8:30 pm and they went to the office of Zubair’s friend, Lala Khaliq, where Pehlwani dropped Zubair off. According to Zubair’s colleagues Wahid Pehlwani, Qamaruddin Shaikh and Khalid Sadaf, it was common for Zubair to spend his evenings sitting with friends outside Khaliq’s office. While they were sitting on the pavement outside Khaliq’s office, two people on a motorbike passed by and almost ran them over. During an interview for this report, Khalid Sadaf mentioned that Zubair was on the phone with another friend when this incident happened. This was also confirmed by Pehlwani, who told our investigators that when he picked up Zubair from Khaliq’s shop later that evening, Zubair dismissed this close call as a coincidence. Zubair left the shop with Wahid Pehlwani around 10:30 PM, planning to return to their homes located in Satellite Town’s Scheme 2, a couple of kilometres away.

Zubair would not reach his home that night. On the way from Lala Khaliq’s office to his residence in Satellite Town, he was shot while sitting on the back of Pehlwani’s motorcycle. He died from his injuries in the Mirpurkhas Civil Hospital. There are different versions of the exact course of events from the moment he left the shop up to the moment of his death. Based on the official case files and our own interviews with witnesses Wahid Pehlwani, Javed Arain and Shahid Hussain, the next paragraph offers a reconstruction of the murder.

**Reconstruction of the murder**

On their way home, at around 10:30 PM, after crossing the Kareemabad area and the railway crossing, Zubair and Wahid Pehlwani turned off onto the Walcott Road route. When crossing the Imambargah Kazmain, a place of worship for Shia Muslims on the Old Powerhouse Road, Pehlwani heard a loud noise. Zubair then collapsed onto Pehlwani’s shoulder and lost consciousness. With the help of Javed Arain, a nearby resident who rushed to the scene, Pehlwani lifted Zubair off the ground and into Arain’s car. They drove to the Civil Hospital of Mirpurkhas. On the way to the hospital, Pehlwani noticed another journalist, Shahid Hussain riding his motorcycle along the same road, and he asked him to follow their vehicle to the hospital. They all arrived at the hospital at 11:30 PM on 23 November 2007.

There is a discrepancy between the witness testimonies recorded in the police files and the witness interviews conducted for this investigation, with regards to the moment at which it was discovered that Zubair had been shot. According to the case files, Pehlwani told the police that a motorcycle carrying two people overtook them from the left and not the right, which is contrary to Pakistan’s rule of driving on the left. When the motorcyclists passed, Pehlwani heard the sound of a shot being fired and realised Zubair had been shot. Since Pehlwani was the sole eye witness, his statement formed the basis of the police’s theory regarding the murder. In the final report submitted by the Crime & Investigation Branch of Hyderabad, it is concluded that “... [Zubair Mujahid] was shot dead by unidentified killers with a firearm”, adding that “the culprits have not been identified and no solution of the case has been found.”

---
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During interviews for our investigation, both Wahid Pehlwani and Shahid Hussain stated that neither they nor the doctors initially noticed that Zubair had a bullet wound. Pehlwani explained that Zubair had been complaining about his blood sugar level earlier that day and that he assumed Zubair’s collapse might have been related to heart-related complications or that his blood sugar level had dropped. According to Wahid Pehlwani, doctors even tried to treat him for cardiac arrest, and two doctors performed CPR with the help of other medical staff.

During an interview for this report, Shahid Hussain stated that it was only when the doctors were trying to revive Zubair and lifted his shirt, that he spotted the hole on the left side of Zubair’s vest. The hole, accompanied by a few drops of blood, was located on the abdomen. After Hussain pointed this out to the doctors, they immediately realized it was a bullet hole. The doctors then examined the body for an exit wound but they could not find one. They did discover swelling on the right thigh, where the bullet had lodged. Immediately after, at 00:10 AM on 24 November 2007, Zubair passed away and the doctors declared him dead.

Our investigation found many more discrepancies between information presented in the official police files and witness accounts collected by our investigation team. The next section will discuss these discrepancies in more detail.
Two separate rounds of police investigations were conducted into Zubair Mujahid's murder. The first round commenced immediately after the murder, on 26 November 2007, and was carried out by the Mirpurkhas police department. A year later, when no progress had been made on the case, Zubair's widow filed a request to transfer the case to a specialized investigation unit in Hyderabad. The request was granted and on 15 October 2008 the case was transferred to the Crime & Investigation Branch of Hyderabad.

Our investigation team obtained and analyzed the official documentation of both police investigations into Zubair Mujahid's murder. Our team also interviewed witnesses, some of whom were also interviewed by the police during the official investigation. Analysis of the police files and the witness accounts collected by our team, reveals severe anomalies in the way the police handled the investigation into Zubair's murder. This chapter outlines these anomalies in detail.

### Legal status of the case

The investigation into the murder of Zubair Ahmed Mujahid commenced on 24 November 2007, when a first information report (FIR) was submitted at a local police station in Mirpurkhas. This led to a first round of investigations, conducted by Inspector Muhammad Bux Kunbhar and Inspector Ataullah Jatt. When no progress had been made for nearly a year, Zubair's widow, Rasheeda Zubair, filed an application for the transfer of the investigation. This led to the transfer of the case to the Crime & Investigation Branch Hyderabad on 15 October 2008. Two days later, on 17 October 2008, Inspector Qadirdad Siyal was appointed to conduct the reinvestigation.

However, as she was not satisfied with the actions taken by Inspector Qadirdad Siyal either, Rashida Zubair filed an application for a different investigation officer to be appointed. On 8 November 2008, responsibility for the investigation was transferred to Inspector Pathan Khan Jamali, who was instructed to finalise the investigation within 10 days. The investigations did not yield any substantial progress, and Inspector Pathan Khan Jamali submitted the Report under Section 168, Cr.P.C., 1898, whereby he recommended the disposal of the case under 'A' Class to the District Public Prosecutor. Under Pakistani law, Magistrates apply 'A' Class to a case if it is confirmed that a criminal act has taken place, but the perpetrators remain unidentified or untraceable. Following case law from the High Court of Sindh, a case treated as 'A' Class is not closed: the police and relevant judicial authorities remain responsible for the investigation. The 'A' Class-status therefore does not exclude the possibility of applying for a re-investigation of the murder of Zubair Ahmed Mujahid. On 20 February 2021, the lawyers of Zubair's family formally initiated this process by submitting a request for information concerning the

---
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progress of the case to the Inspector General of Police in Sindh and the Additional Inspector General of Police in Hyderabad.141

In the course of both investigations, four different inspectors have been responsible for the investigation of Zubair Mujahid’s case:

→ Inspector Pathan Khan Jamali, Crime & Investigation Branch Hyderabad – from 5 November 2008, to 7 October 2010

No attention for the motive of the murder

Analysis of the investigation files of both the Mirpurkhas police and the Crime & Investigation Branch of Hyderabad, indicates that neither investigation paid attention to the possible motive for the murder. The case diaries, in which the day-to-day activities of the police are recorded, describe efforts to gain intelligence in various neighbourhoods located near the crime scene, by approaching neighbourhood sources. However, the files indicate no effort to investigate Zubair’s journalistic work as a potential motive for the murder. None of Zubair’s colleagues were approached for information, nor do the files mention the threats Zubair received prior to his murder.

Because no effort appears to have been made to investigate the motive for the killing during the initial investigation by the Mirpurkhas police, our investigation team interviewed Inspector Muhammad Bux Kunbhar on this matter. During the interview, he stated that he believed Zubair Mujahid’s death was an accident.142 He suggested that Zubair died as a result of an accidental discharge of his own firearm, which he carried for personal protection. This contradicts the conclusion of the official investigation, submitted to the Mirpurkhas Civil Judge by Crime & Investigation Branch Hyderabad’s Inspector Pathan Khan Jamali, which states that Zubair “was shot dead by unidentified killers with a firearm”.143

No analysis of the most-mortem report

The official police files do not document any in-depth analysis of the post-mortem report, even though this forms a crucial element of any murder investigation.

Our investigation team analysed the post-mortem report, which contains details of the examination of Zubair’s body. According to the report, Zubair was brought into the emergency ward of the Mirpurkhas Civil Hospital at 11:30 PM on the night of 23 November 2007.144 At 00:10 AM on 24 November he was declared dead as a result of “severe internal haemorrhaging” resulting from a firearm wound. According to the report

142 Interview 10, Karachi, 26 September 2020
143 Case Files. 7 October 2010. Crime & Investigation Branch Hyderabad. Final report to Civil Judge Mirpurkhas seeking disposal of case
144 Case files. 24 November 2007. Civil Hospital Mirpurkhas. Post Mortem Report
filed by the relevant doctor, the post-mortem examination began that same night at 1:40 AM and was completed at 2:30 AM. The post-mortem examination included an x-ray that was conducted to locate the bullet. The x-ray showed that the bullet was lodged in Zubair’s right pelvis, after which the bullet was extracted by the post-mortem examiner and handed over to the police.

The post-mortem report provides a clue with regards to the distance from which Zubair was shot. Given the characteristics of the bullet wound, Zubair must have been shot from a medium to long range. The post-mortem report states that "there was no sign of blackening, tattooing or burning present on either clothes or body." According to forensic experts, close-contact gunshot wounds create gunpowder residue and ring-shaped blackening around the bullet hole. "As the distance between the muzzle and target increases, the pattern of particles on the target increases in diameter and the density of particle dispersion decreases. In a long distance shot, the gun smoke will not reach the target." These observations indicate that Zubair was shot from some distance, although the exact distance cannot be discerned. It is striking that the post-mortem report was not used by police investigators.

No forensic analysis of the bullet

When it comes to the two most important pieces of evidence - the bullet and the bullet casing – our review identified two flaws in the official investigation. First of all, the chain of custody was broken. According to the official documents, the bullet casing was found at the crime scene on the night of the murder. The post-mortem report states that the bullet itself was dislodged from Zubair’s body and subsequently handed over to the investigation officer, Muhammad Bux Kunbhar. It is unclear what happened to the bullet after it was handed over to Officer Bux Kunbhar. Two days after the start of the investigation, Bux Kunbhar was removed from his post for unknown reasons and he was transferred to another department. DPO Ali Ahmed Junejo issued a notification on 26 November 2007, establishing a new investigation team under Inspector Attaullah Jatt to investigate Zubair Mujahid’s case. The case files do not report whether or how the bullet and the bullet casing were handed over to Jatt. In an interview with Bux Kunbhar for this report, he stated that he handed the bullet over to Jatt. We were unable to confirm this information with Attaullah Jatt.

The second conspicuous issue with regards to the bullet and the bullet casing is the lack of any reported forensic analysis on these key pieces of physical evidence. The case diary does not report any effort to establish whether the bullet found in Zubair’s body matched the bullet casing found at the crime scene. According to an expert at Pakistan’s Federal Investigation Agency, the investigators in Mirpurkhas did have the facilities to conduct this type of forensic analysis of bullets and weapons. The Sindh police’s forensic lab also keeps a database of weapons and bullets fired at different crime scenes, which should have been used to identify the weapon. The bullet and the bullet casing could have been cross-checked with this database. According to the expert, this would have been the most logical first step in any murder investigation. "Even if it doesn’t match with any other crime scene, at least the investigation team could be certain that the recovered casing and bullet found in Zubair’s body..."
were fired from the same weapon,” he pointed out.160

Although the case files do not report forensic analysis of the bullet or the casing, the case files conclude that the bullet casing found at the crime scene belonged to a TT pistol, while not providing any support for this conclusion.161 Bux Kunbhar said during a phone interview that Zubair had been shot with a 30-calibre bullet.162 The lack of forensic analysis of the bullet and the bullet casing raises doubts about either of these conclusions. It also raises questions regarding the professionality with which the investigation was carried out.

**Police case diaries indicate a lack of direction**

The case diaries record the steps that were taken during the police investigation of Zubair Mujahid's murder. They constitute the core of the official files concerning the investigation, and were recorded for the two rounds of investigation conducted by the Mirpurkhas police and the Crime & Investigation Branch of Hyderabad. Our review of the case diaries raises further doubts whether police investigators made a serious effort to solve the murder.

First of all, while the case diaries describe activities undertaken by the police as part of the investigation, they do not make clear what purpose these activities served. For example, it is mentioned that certain neighborhoods were visited to interview residents. But the purpose of these interviews is not clear. The diaries also do not provide details regarding the persons they spoke to during their visits or where evidence – such as the bullet - was stored. Instead, the diaries provide vague descriptions of activities such as the following two entries:

“Then we left the above mentioned location and visited other nearby areas. We met with police spies and other local notables and asked them to continue their efforts until actual suspects in this case have been arrested. After that, we went back to PS Satellite Town.”163

“After the above-mentioned meeting, we visited other nearby areas and drove back to Satellite Town Mirpurkhas city where we asked about the identity of suspects. But nothing has come to our knowledge. Then we returned to the Police Station.”164

None of the case diaries report details of persons interviewed or the reasoning behind the steps that were taken.

The majority of the case diary entries are almost identical to each other; investigation officers seem to have copy-pasted diary entries, changing only the date and name of the neighbourhood. For instance, on 1 December 2007, Inspector Jatt wrote: “Sir, it is respectfully stated that we send you case diaries regularly to keep you informed on the case investigation. Today, we and other staff members went to Gulshan Colony for the case investigation, where we inquired about unidentified suspects in this case, but no information was received. Then we called local police informants who came to meet us. We exchanged some aspects of the case and asked them for possible information regarding case suspects but they shared nothing. We asked them to gather specific information regarding this case.”165

On 6 November 2009, almost two years after the murder, Inspector Jamali wrote: “Sir, for your information we are disclosing that we are actively pursuing the investigation of this case on a regular basis. [To] keep you informed of the process, case diaries have been sent to you. Starting the investigation of the case today, accompanied by staff, we left from the Crime & Investigation Branch Hyderabad and arrived at Mirpurkhas city. In Mirpurkhas we tried to search for unidentified suspects. For that purpose, we met police informants and notables. But no information with regard to actual offenders was received.”166

---
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The similarity of these entries, in combination with the lack of detail provided, raises doubt about the actual efforts made by investigators to make progress in the case.

**Unreliable records of witness statements**

The witness statements recorded by the investigators reveal more irregularities in the official investigation. The only eye witness of the murder, Zubair’s colleague Wahid Pehlwani, was interviewed in both rounds of the investigation and the same statement was recorded in both instances.

The first interview was conducted by Inspector Ataullah Jatt of the Mirpurkhas police on 2 December 2007. This statement reads: “I saw that Zubair Mujahid had been hit by [a] bullet in [the] left abdomen and blood spots [were] visible on that part of his body.” He then states that he sought help to move Zubair to the hospital. According to the statement, Pehlwani heard a gunshot and then saw the bullet wound when Zubair fell off the bike soon after. The second time, the interview was conducted by Inspector Jamali of the Crime & Investigation Branch of Hyderabad on 3 January 2009. This statement provides exactly the same narrative.

Another important witness statement that was recorded in the police files was drawn from an interview with Javed Arain, the man who arrived at the scene and helped carry Zubair into his car. According to the police files, Javed Arain testified that he had heard gunfire. The recorded statements from two other witnesses, Dileep Kumar and Manoj Kumar, who owned medical stores near the murder scene, also mention that they heard gunfire.

The police files thus indicate that gunshots were heard by several witnesses and that both Wahid Pehlwani and Javed Arain noticed that Zubair had been shot immediately after the incident happened. However, our investigation team interviewed Wahid Pehlwani and Javed Arain again for this report and recorded a conflicting narrative.

Wahid Pehlwani stated that the narrative attributed to him in the police report is incorrect. Instead, he told our investigation team that he had initially assumed Zubair was experiencing diabetic problems, which caused him to fall off the motorcycle. He only found out that Zubair had been shot after they arrived at the hospital. Javed Arain confirmed to our investigators that he only discovered that Zubair had been shot when they were at the hospital.

We also interviewed an additional witness, Shahid Hussain, who worked as a journalist at the Daily Sobh, and who followed the car carrying the wounded Zubair to the hospital. Shahid Hussain confirmed that they only found out that Zubair had been shot when they arrived at the hospital. These interviews directly contradict the statements attributed to witnesses in the case files.

The post-mortem report further supports the statements that the gunshot wounds were only discovered in the hospital. The bullet had been lodged in Zubair’s pelvis, and there was no exit wound. A doctor from Mirpurkhas Civil Hospital interviewed for this report explains that most of the bleeding of a gunshot wound usually occurs through the exit wound. When there is no exit wound, internal bleeding can be fatal for the victim.

It is also worth noting that the official investigation relies on only one eye witness: Wahid Pehlwani. The police
investigation does not mention any effort to identify more eye witnesses, even though the murder took place on a busy street with multiple shops.

**Misguided identification of suspects**

While neither of the two rounds of the official police investigation resulted in the prosecution of suspects, the police files document a few attempts to identify suspects. These attempts, however, do not seem to bear any relation to the evidence collected by the police.

For example, on 11 December 2007, the police recorded the statement of Mir Amjad, described as ‘an unlawful kind of person from a nearby village’. According to the files, Mir Amjad stated: ‘I am a labourer and I have no knowledge regarding this crime (Zubair Mujahid’s murder). I am blameless and I am hereby requesting that I please be spared from any kind of police process.’

The diary entry for the following day contains statements from two additional persons, Abid Hussain and Nadeem Ahmed. The file states that they were in police custody in connection with a different case at the time of the interview. The statements attributed to these suspects are identical to the statement attributed to Mir Amjad. No justification is provided for interviewing these individuals and it is unclear what their assumed link is to the crime.

**The need for re-investigation into Zubair’s murder**

This section’s review of the official case files highlights multiple errors and irregularities in the official investigation into Zubair Mujahid’s murder. These relate to the handling and analysis of evidence, the reliability of witness statements and the omission of basic investigative steps that could have helped solve the murder. As a result of these flaws, neither the Mirpurkhas police nor the Crime & Investigation Branch of Hyderabad managed to identify a suspect for prosecution. More than thirteen years have passed since Zubair’s murder and no justice has been done.

To correct these errors and to ensure that justice is served, a re-investigation of the murder is therefore needed. The next section of this report will present two lines of inquiry that should be pursued in such a re-investigation, drawing from our own investigation into the case.

---
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5. Avenues for further investigation

This section details two important avenues that should be explored in a future re-investigation of Zubair’s murder. The first and most pertinent line of inquiry focuses on the possible involvement of the Mirpurkhas police in the murder. The second avenue to be pursued relates to the possible involvement of MQM-militants in the murder.\textsuperscript{182}

Possible involvement of the Mirpurkhas Police

Errors in the official investigation that were documented in the previous section of this report could be the result of a lack of capacity of the police investigation teams. They could have also, however, resulted from the lack of a genuine effort to solve the case, or even a deliberate attempt to cover up the murder. A future re-investigation must aim to establish the reasons behind the flawed investigations carried out by both investigation teams. In doing so, consideration must be given to the possibility that the Mirpurkhas police itself, or individuals within the Mirpurkhas police, were involved in planning and executing the murder. Our own investigation into Zubair’s murder found the following grounds to further explore the possible involvement of the police.

Firstly, it is important to consider Zubair’s publications that covered misconduct at the Mirpurkhas police department. Our analysis of Zubair’s publications in the two years preceding the murder, shows that he directly and indirectly implicated various police officers. This included DPO Abdullah Shaikh who was eventually even removed from his position after a departmental inquiry.\textsuperscript{183} Moreover, twelve policemen spent several months in custody following Zubair’s reporting on the Naeem Arain torture case.\textsuperscript{184} A second reason to consider possible involvement of the Mirpurkhas police in the murder is found in the threats Zubair received from individuals within the Mirpurkhas police. Zubair’s colleagues\textsuperscript{185} and family members\textsuperscript{186} explained that he received these threats because of his writing on the Mirpurkhas police department, and that the threats continued until just a few days before his murder.\textsuperscript{187} Zubair himself wrote a letter on 14 March 2007 to the then editor-in-chief of the Daily Jang, Mahmood Sham. In this letter, of which our investigation team obtained a copy, Zubair specifically mentioned the threats he received from DPO Abdullah Shaikh.\textsuperscript{188} He wrote: “Shaikh holds a personal grudge against me because of my reporting on police excesses and brutality. He wants to cause me harm” and “he threatens me with ‘dire consequences’”.\textsuperscript{189}

Our investigation found further confirmation that Zubair was threatened by individuals within the Mirpurkhas police. An article by Zubair’s colleague Yousuf Ghangro, published in the Daily Jang a week after the murder, stated that Zubair had been threatened with ‘dire consequences’ because of his publications on the Munno Bheel case.\textsuperscript{190} Finally, Zubair’s nephew Farooq Zulfikar told our investigators that Abdullah Shaikh threatened Zubair on several occasions, including in March 2007.\textsuperscript{191}

\textsuperscript{182} This chapter outlines two possible leads to be pursued in a re-investigation into Zubair Mujahid’s murder. There suggestions should not be confused with accusations of involvement in the murder. Only an independent investigation by qualified Pakistani authorities can establish culpability
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Finally, our investigation found evidence that the general opinion within the Mirpurkhas police department after the murder was that Zubair "got what he deserved".194 Our investigation team interviewed a police officer who was involved in the investigation into Zubair Mujahid's murder. This police officer, who asked to remain anonymous, mentioned that Zubair was extremely proud of his work and was someone who had made everyone within the department unhappy with his writing.195 He also explained that several people within the Mirpurkhas police department said that Zubair 'got what he deserved'. This source also revealed that high-ranking officers did not want the case to be pursued seriously or solved.196 Another police officer who had been involved in the case, conveyed in an interview that he had wanted to arrest 'an influential person' in connection with Zubair's murder, but that he was prevented from doing so by his superior officer.197, 198 He did not explicitly mention the name of the officer involved or the influential person.

Given the Mirpurkhas police’s history with Zubair, it was unlikely that the department would conduct an unbiased investigation into his murder. The investigation should therefore have been referred to another department.

Given Zubair’s reporting on wrongdoings within the department, individuals within the Mirpurkhas police even potentially had a motive to murder him. The possibility of involvement of the Mirpurkhas police must therefore be explored in a future re-investigation of the case.

**Possible political involvement in the murder**

A renewed investigation must also explore the possibility of political involvement in Zubair Mujahid’s murder. Considering the extremely turbulent context in which the murder took place, marked by intense political violence, it is possible that Zubair was killed by MQM militants. Our investigation found several pieces of information that provide ground to further investigate the possibility of MQM involvement.

Firstly, the style in which the murder was committed was typical for MQM target killings at the time. Although the police investigation did not result in a complete reconstruction of the murder, Zubair was most likely shot by an assailant passing by on another motorcycle.199 This type of drive-by shooting is a known modus operandi of certain political groups that were active in 2007. One of these groups was the MQM, whose militants were responsible for many of the political killings in Sindh during 2007.200

Mazhar Abbas, a senior analyst for The News and Secretary General of the Pakistan Federal Union of Journalist, specializes in political killings. In an interview for this report he explained: “This style of killing was a common way of killing. It was adopted by outlawed groups. Also by MQM-militants, but not only them. A killing carried out by people on a motorcycle indicates the targeted nature of the killing. MQM-militants used to carry out these types of operations, mostly in urban centres like Karachi. The thing is, the Daily Jang was also distributed in Karachi, which means that the journalist was in their territory.”201 Also, according to a senior police officer in Karachi who took part in two crackdowns against the MQM-militants in the nineties, MQM-militants used to murder rivals in exactly the same manner deployed in the murder of Zubair.202 The senior police officer added that criminal gangs did indeed copy that style of killing but it was most prominently used by MQM-militants.203

Another ground for exploring possible involvement of MQM-militants in the murder is Zubair’s history with the party. Zubair had been associated with anti-MQM parties since the 1990s. He even ran as an independent candidate in the 2001 Mirpurkhas municipal election against an MQM candidate, and was elected as deputy head candidate.
of the Jhuddo Municipal Committee. During municipal elections in 2005, he campaigned for a PPP-backed candidate against an MQM-candidate. He also had close ties to PPP-leader Aftab Hussain Shah Jilani at that time.

During our investigation, we found information regarding a threat made by an MQM leader against Zubair in 1992. Our investigation team obtained a copy of a complaint that Zubair filed at the Jhuddo police station in 1992 against MQM’s main local leader Anis Ahmed. According to the written complaint, Ahmed publicly encouraged MQM workers to use violence against Zubair. Zubair wrote that he feared for his life, and that if anything were to happen to him, the MQM and its leader would be responsible.

According to Mujahid’s wife and friends in Jhuddo, Zubair became extremely cautious after receiving this threat from the MQM leader. During that period, he changed his schedule and route to work every day. For example, instead of going directly to the district headquarters of Mirpurkhas, he would first take a bus to another city and drive to Mirpurkhas from there. Zubair’s friend and colleague Khalid Sadaf told our investigators: “Every time he travelled outside Jhuddo, he would disclose his plans to one of his friends or colleagues in Jhuddo and to one in Mirpurkhas and always informed at least one of them when he arrived at his destination.”

As mentioned in previous sections of this report, there are indications that Zubair’s transfer from Jhuddo to Mirpurkhas city in 2002 was not welcomed by the MQM. Zubair’s arrival brought reporting that was more critical towards the MQM than had previously been common for the Daily Jang.

During our investigation, former colleagues of Zubair explained that Zubair’s appointment as second correspondent in Mirpurkhas was also not welcomed by Saleem Azad, who was Mirpurkhas’ first correspondent for the Daily Jang. Saleem Azad and Zubair Mujahid had once been good friends, but a conflict developed between them after Zubair was appointed as the second Mirpurkhas correspondent. The MQM reportedly put pressure on Azad to stop Zubair’s critical reporting. In the letter that Zubair wrote to his editor-in-chief, which was discussed in the previous sections, Zubair also stated that he assumed Azad was colluding with DPO Abdallah Shaikh to secure his dismissal.

Finally, several local journalists interviewed for this report explained that in the aftermath of Zubair’s murder banners were put up in the streets, calling for justice for Zubair Mujahid. These were taken down by MQM activists. Zubair’s nephew Farooq Zulfiqar also confirmed to our investigators that certain ‘powerful elements’ of the MQM were involved in the removal of the banners, under supervision of the local police. Abdul Rehman Rind, a journalist with Sindhi language daily, Kaavish, confirmed this claim and said that the MQM was
also responsible for the cancellation of a planned protest seeking justice for Zubair Mujahid.\textsuperscript{222, 223}

These findings provide ground for further exploring the possible involvement of the MQM in Zubair’s Mujahid’s murder, during any re-investigation of the case.

\textsuperscript{222} Interview 3, Mirpurkhas. 5 November 2020

\textsuperscript{223} Journalists Muhammad Saleem and Kamil Kazmi said that the protest was called off after the organisers were informed that Mujahid’s family didn’t want to go ahead (See: Interview 3, Mirpurkhas. 5 November 2020). This has been categorically denied by Mujahid’s family during our investigation (see: Interview 5, Jhuddo, 5-00. 4 November 2020 and Interview 5, Jhuddo, 6-00. 4 November 2020). According to Khalid Sadaf, the MQM pressured the journalists to stage this miscommunication (see: Interview 3, Mirpurkhas. 5 November 2020)
6. Conclusions and Recommendations

Zubair Mujahid, a journalist working for the Daily Jang as its Mirpurkhas correspondent, was fatally shot on the night of 23 November 2007.

Following the murder, two rounds of police investigations were conducted. The first round was conducted by the Mirpurkhas police, but did not yield results. The case was then referred to the Crime & Investigation Branch of Hyderabad for a second round of investigation. Neither of the two investigation teams succeeded in identifying the perpetrators of the murder.

Based on a thorough review of the official case files and interviews with witnesses, this report has documented severe errors in both rounds of the official investigation. One of the most important errors is the lack of attention for Zubair’s work as a journalist as a potential motive for the murder. Even though he had received worrying threats as a result of his work, these threats were never investigated. We also found that witness testimonies recorded by the police were contradicted by these witnesses in interviews with our own investigation team. Strikingly, both rounds of investigation failed to conduct basic forensic analysis of the bullet and the bullet casing and no analysis was carried out of the post-mortem report. Such analysis would have been part and parcel of any professional murder investigation, and could have ensured progress in the investigation. Overall, there is no indication that the official investigation was conducted in a coherent and professional manner.

Given the errors identified in the official investigation, a renewed investigation into the murder case is needed. This must be done under the auspices of the High Court of Sindh, which has the jurisdiction to do so according to Article 199 of the Constitution. Two avenues for further investigation have been identified in this report: the possible involvement of the Mirpurkhas police and the possible involvement of the MQM.

To ensure justice for Zubair, we make the following concrete recommendations:

- **A complete re-investigation of the murder must be conducted by an effective and impartial investigation team.** This re-investigation must be done under the auspices of the High Court of Sindh. Article 199 of Chapter 1 of the Constitution of Pakistan grants Zubair Mujahid’s family the right to seek remedy when their fundamental rights are undermined. In light of the errors and bias found in the official investigation, the High Court of Sindh has the jurisdiction to evaluate whether Article 10a of the Constitution - the right to a fair trial - has been violated. Thereafter, the High Court of Sindh can give directions to re-investigate the case.

  In order to safeguard the impartiality, effectiveness and safety of a future investigation, the renewed investigation must be monitored by an independent mechanism and adequate protection of witnesses must be guaranteed.

  The re-investigation must explore the possible involvement of the Mirpurkhas police and the possible involvement of the MQM in the murder, as detailed in this report.

- **Information regarding past investigation efforts must be disclosed to Zubair Mujahid’s family.** The Crime & Investigation Branch in Hyderabad must inform the family of Zubair Mujahid about the efforts it has made to find the perpetrators of Zubair’s murder. Further, the Magistrate Court of Mirpurkhas must notify the family of any directions given to the Crime & Investigation Branch of Hyderabad with regards to the case, should this be requested by the family. In Sindh, judicial propriety demands that the judicial magistrate - who has supervisory jurisdiction - ‘shall maintain records’ and ‘keep calling reports’ from the police authorities that investigate the case.

- **Efforts to investigate murders of journalists must be stepped up and justice must be pursued.** Pakistan has seen almost total impunity for the murder of journalists over the past decade, according to figures from Reporters
Without Borders and the Committee to Protect Journalists. Increased efforts are needed to achieve justice for the murder of journalists, for example by setting up a special unit which is mandated to investigate and prosecute unresolved murders of journalists.

Support must be provided by the international community to achieve justice for Zubair Mujahid and for Pakistan's fight against impunity. The international community must monitor progress on the re-investigation of Zubair Mujahid’s murder. If requested by the Pakistani authorities, resources and expertise must be made available to help resolve the murder. The international community must further increase its support for Pakistan’s efforts to break the cycle of impunity.

224 Pakistan ranks 145 on RSF’s latest World Press Freedom Index (https://rsf.org/en/pakistan) and systematically features in the top 10 of CPJ’s impunity index (https://cpj.org/reports/2020/10/global-impunity-index/journalist-murders/)
A Safer World for the Truth has reached out to the Mirpurkhas Police, the Crime & Investigation Branch of Hyderabad and the MQM for a response to the main findings of the investigation. None of the institutions provided a response.
A Safer World For The Truth